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Ensure availability of Button Collar, it may save a collision
Ensure proper disconnection and reconnection memos
Wire Fuses must not be used
Use fuse of proper rating(1.5 to 2 times of circuit current)
Always go for minimum termination and fuses
Use circuit breaker instead of fuses, for easy replacement
Heat in fuses causes power loss and failure in future course
Do not leave any terminal nuts without proper tightening
All terminations should be soldered or to be provided with lugs for good conductivity
Ensure 4hr battery backup  for track battery/IPS atleast once a week
Use separate transformers for UP & DN signals in IPS to avoid complete paralysing of yard
Do not switch off both convertors at the same time in IPS
Ensure proper sharing of load in both DC-DC convertors
Ensure c/o of  invertors  & then to CVT in IPS during yearly maintenance
In relay room, see that unnecessary LEDs are not litting permanently. Provide switch control
Do not energise track relay beyond prescribed limit
Track feed charger must not exceed more than 1 amps to avoid overcharging of batteries
Periodically ensure TSR value is within limits  i.e., greater than 0.5 Ohms
Make use of data loggers for preventive maintenance
Use clamp meters since frequent opening may cause loose connections
Data logger connectivity should be done for IPS, ELDs, PS failure, PF contacts for track circuits, block
instrument, Dual BPAC and for all relays in RR
Ensure standby wherever possible for effective functioning of signaling eqpt
Wherever standby equipment is provided, ensure its working(ex : EI)
Wherever possible go for dual detection(HASSDAC), dual communication and / or ring protection(EI)
to minimise failures
Wherever possible paralleling of relay contacts / knobs contacts to be done
Block instrument key should not be taken or instrument opened when it is on TOL/Line Clear position.
Lock and Seal wherever required
Cable meggering to be done regularly and defective cables to be replaced on priority
Precommissioning checklist should be made available for all equipments and signed by both officials
before commssioning
If solar is provided, ensure solar being used in day time & normal power supply in night
Most of the lightning occurs through power supply, use solar which will minimise lightning effect on
your signal equipments
To minimise failures during lightning, use OFC instead of copper cables
Without earth, lightning protection or surge protection is of no use
Use proper rating of SPDs at proper place
Go for perimeter earthing which is more effective instead of ring earthing
All outgoing circuits should be provided with SPD/PPTC
Provide class-a protection for EI, Class-B for all input ac power supply, Class-C protection are in-built
in equipments & Class D for all outdoor gears
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Points for signal maintainer & signal supervisor
Avoid shortcuts and carryout regular inspections
Write clearly the cause of failure in signal failure register
Each and every failure should be reported to  supervisor
Summarise  failures and take corrective action
All supervisors and maintainers should be aware of the activities to be done with and without discon-
nection
Cross verify during  a failure, consent memo is taken, relay room entry  is made and dis/reconnection is
issued
One train failure or automatically rectified. Probe it(find out root cause)
Open relay room atleast once in a month
Clearly mark vital relays terminals in all termination racks to minimise train detention time during
attending failures
Looping of 1st and last fuses to be done to minimize voltage drop and also to prevent failure in fuse
racks
QN1 relay voltage should not exceed 26volts  to avoid over energisation (internal relay v)
Ensure unnecessary route cancellations are not taking place
Do not open relay room without making entry in register
Ensure for each relay, there are not more than 45 relay contacts
During monthly inspection, relays of vital relays should be noted(last relay voltage)
Ensure in RR, as per index list all documents are available
Ensure any signal gear has not exceeded its codal life
Ensure track bonding diagram is available and updated
Ensure visual and audible indication for any  failure is in working condition
Ensure battery voltage and IPS status monitoring panel voltage are showing the same reading
Note all the irregularities in joint points & crossings register
Ensure cross protection is provided and in working condition
Ensure proper bonds in RE-area for more traction return current
Ensure only glued joints in your yard and no metal burr in end post
Ensure without line clear, LSS should not be taken off
Periodically measure earth value is less than 3 ohms and insulation resistance value is greater than 10
mega ohms
Before monsoon, ensure earth value and improve its effectiveness by adding water. Ensure all earth
terminals are exo-thermic welded
Frequent counseling of staff atleast once in a month/quarter
In SWR, ensure SWOD is matching with site conditions
Verify any signal defects in lobby unsual register & comply
Ensure train movements while talking on cell phones during working at site
As a ready reckoner, have section and asset details including signal failures and carry during officers
inspections
Pending works and material requirement may be noted and informed to higher-ups until requirement is
met
Ensure good quality of materials is received from stores, else reject it
For a failure, staff will not be taken up but for poor maintenance, staff will be taken up
Set an example to your sub-ordinates by having good technical knowledge and by working sincerely


